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ECO Guide immerses you in the strategies and tactics that leading edge professionals are using to tackle pressing
problems and create innovative solutions.
Offering a concise, comprehensive guide to conducting research on the Internet, this book provides a detailed
explanation of all the main areas of Internet research. It distinguishes between primary research (using the Internet to
recruit participants, to administer the research process and to collect results) and secondary research (using the Internet
to access available material online). The book is designed for social science researchers and presents a user-friendly,
practical guide that will be invaluable to both students and researchers who wish to incorporate the Internet into their
research practice.
"Presents advice for overcoming stress, unrealistic expectations, and other challenges faced by homeschooling families.
Intended for new and experienced homeschoolers. Applicable to a variety of teaching methods"--Provided by publisher.
Introduces careers in the science fields, including career opportunities, ways of preparing for finding a job, and related
activities such as volunteering, internship, and summer study programs.
From the very first day you use them, the design challenges in this compendium will spur your students, too, to jump right
in and engage throughout the entire class. The activities reinforce important science content while illustrating a range of
STEM skills. The 30 articles have been compiled from NSTAOCOs journals for elementary through high school. Next
time you need an engaging STEM activity, youOCOll be glad you have this collection to help you blend meaningful and
memorable experiences into your lessons."
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals July - December)
Reflecting changes brought about by Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s reorganization of New York City’s public school system, this Third Edition
features reviews of 74 of the city’s best public middle schools. Providing everything parents need to know in choosing a middle school that is
just right for their child, New York City’s Best Public Middle Schools: A Parents’ Guide features interviews with teachers, parents, and
students to uncover the “inside scoop” on schools—including atmosphere, homework, student stress, competition among students, the quality
of teachers, gender issues, the condition of the building, and more. “This book can save your life if you are trying to navigate the confusing
world of middle school choice.” —Susan Brenna, parent “An incredible resource.” —Nancy Arno, parent “The most definitive guidebooks to
the city schools.” —The New York Times “Required reading.” —New York magazine
In the coming decades, the general public will be required ever more often to understand complex environmental issues, evaluate proposed
environmental plans, and understand how individual decisions affect the environment at local to global scales. Thus it is of fundamental
importance to ensure that higher quality education about these ecological issues raises the environmental literacy of the general public. In
order to achieve this, teachers need to be trained as well as classroom practice enhanced. This volume focuses on the integration of
environmental education into science teacher education. The book begins by providing readers with foundational knowledge of environmental
education as it applies to the discipline of science education. It relates the historical and philosophical underpinnings of EE, as well as current
trends in the subject that relate to science teacher education. Later chapters examine the pedagogical practices of environmental education
in the context of science teacher education. Case studies of environmental education teaching and learning strategies in science teacher
education, and instructional practices in K-12 science classrooms, are included. This book shares knowledge and ideas about environmental
education pedagogy and serves as a reliable guide for both science teacher educators and K-12 science educators who wish to insert
environmental education into science teacher education. Coverage includes everything from the methods employed in summer camps to the
use of podcasting as a pedagogical aid. Studies have shown that schools that do manage to incorporate EE into their teaching programs
demonstrate significant growth in student achievement as well as improved student behavior. This text argues that the multidisciplinary nature
of environmental education itself requires problem-solving, critical thinking and literacy skills that benefit students’ work right across the
curriculum.
This book/software package brings the tools and excitement of modeling to pre-college teachers, to researchers involved in curriculum
development, and to software developers interested in the pre-college market.
Presents detailed information on individual programs and appropriation accounts that constitute the budget. Includes for each Government
department and agency the text of proposed appropriations language, budget schedules for each account, new legislative proposals, and
explanations of the work to be performed and the funds needed, and proposed general provisions applicable to the appropriations of entire
agencies or groups of agencies.
Contains directories of federal agencies that promote mathematics and science education at elementary and secondary levels; organized in
sections by agency name, national program name, and state highlights by region.
The latest edition of Pamela Farris’s popular, value-priced text continues to
offer pre- and in-service teachers creative strategies and proven techniques sensitive to the needs of all elementary and middle school
learners. Coverage includes the C3 Framework and the four sets of learning from the National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies.
Farris, together with contributors who specialize in implementing successful teaching methods and theories, demonstrate how classroom
teachers can excite and inspire their students to be engaged learners.

Making Connections in Elementary and Middle School Social Studies, Second Edition is the best text for teaching primary school
teachers how to integrate social studies into other content areas. This book is a comprehensive, reader-friendly text that
demonstrates how personal connections can be incorporated into social studies education while meeting the National Council for
the Social Studies? thematic, pedagogical, and disciplinary standards. Praised for its "wealth of strategies that go beyond social
studies teaching," including classroom strategies, pedagogical techniques, activities and lesson plan ideas, this book examines a
variety of methods both novice and experienced teachers alike can use to integrate social studies into other content areas.
Help your students develop logical reasoning and critical thinking skills. This new book from bestselling authors and popular
consultants Tammy Jones and Leslie Texas offers authentic logic-building activities and writing strategies that can be used across
all subject areas in grades 6-8. Filled with hands-on activities and photocopiable tools, Strategic Journeys will help you guide your
students into deeper thinking to go beyond the surface of content to true understanding. Topics include: Identifying opportunities
for students to engage in meaningful and relevant writing across the content areas; Introducing a logical reasoning process,
questioning structure, and bridging models to allow students to delve deeper into problems; Incorporating literature to increase
student engagement and make content come alive for your students; Building vocabulary and literacy skills through fun activities
aimed at increasing proficiency; Using the Three Phases of Logical Reasoning to plan lessons effectively, help students reflect on
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their progress, and implement the strategies successfully. The strategies in this book have been implemented in hundreds of
classrooms around the country, and have been proven to increase student engagement, promote higher-order thinking and indepth reasoning, and improve overall achievement.
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